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“When cyber-attackers employ AI as part of their 

attacks, cyber defenses will have to be capable of 

response. Fast-moving and changing attacks will 

require defenses that move just as quickly, using 
AI to augment the human.”





The Enterprise Immune System

Learns ‘self’ in real time

For every individual user, device and network, using unsupervised 

machine learning

Detects all threat types 

Detects both insider threat and external attacks, including data 

exfiltration and manipulation, IoT and third-party threats 

100% visibility

Visualizes entire network, including traditional and non-traditional 

IT, allows for playback and both real-time and retrospective 

investigations 

Scalable across the total digital business

From 12 users to 1 million+ devices. Operates across physical and 

virtual networks, Cloud services, SaaS and Industrial Control. 

Fights back autonomously

Interrupts attacks in real-time, buying the security team time to 

respond.



Total Business Coverage



Darktrace Industrial



Darktrace Cloud

Hybrid Cloud (IaaS) Cloud-Only (IaaS)

SaaS





Finds Threats That Get Inside

Thousands of in-progress threats detected every day:

Indiscriminate worms, Trojans, ransomware

Exfiltration of sensitive data by insiders

Hacked IoT devices, including HVAC, video 
conferencing, internet-connected fish tanks

Irregular VPN access from remote users & sites

Compromises of industrial control systems

Attacks on physical security, such as biometric 
scanners & badge readers

Long-term criminal campaigns and infrastructure 
hijacking



Machine learning implemented for both 
defense and response 

Slows down or stops the progress of 
novel threats within the network

Responds within 2 seconds 

Precise and immediate response

Not reliant on signatures or prior 
knowledge 

Autonomous Response



Takes action at the network level and in the 
cloud

Enforces individual or group ‘pattern of life’ for 
a user or device

Blocks ransomware encrypting internal 
network shares 

Interrupts downloads of malicious files 

Deployment options:

On-prem appliances

Firewall/blocking technology integration

Cloud IaaS services

Antigena Network





Antigena Email

Email Data

Network Data

Network Response

Email Response

Works in tandem with 

Darktrace AI in the 

network

Delivers preemptive 

protection against 

email-borne attack 

campaigns

Covers phishing and 

supply chain attacks





Recommendation mode – details 
what action the AI would take 

Human confirmation mode – option 
to ‘confirm’ or ‘reject’ AI’s 
recommendation

Active mode – AI takes action 
independent of human action

Can be controlled via SOC desktops or 
Mobile App

Building Trust with AI



Attack happens at 3 am and you don’t 
have 24x7 monitoring

AI recommendations used to train and 
improve human analysts

Prevent data and IP leakage

Free up humans to become more 
aligned with the business

HR watch list

M&A, ecosystem risk, etc.

Use Cases of Autonomous Response 



Start with a use-case oriented 
enablement

What happens a lot in your 
environment?

What compliance rules really 
matter?

What needs the fastest 
possible response?

Deployment Considerations



Conclusion

Immune system technology is the first 

proven AI for cyber security 

Self-learning & now self-defending

Stops or slows threat while security team 

catches up

Actions are measured and proportionate

No disruption to normal business activity

“Antigena represents an important step…

It’s evolving to an active defense that 

traditional systems cannot match.”

Michael Sherwood, CIO, City of Las Vegas 
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